
 

Chaser 

Classic yet contemporary fire pit to elevate your outdoor or indoor ambience. 

A crafted, durable geometric fire pit table with interconnected functions and forms to ‘wow’ your friends and 

family year-round. Chaser 38 is a functional, versatile piece of fire furniture for outdoor or indoor use. 

A contemporary fire pit, it’s designed with clean lines and ample proportions for the placement of drinks and 

small plates, making it a perfect and eye-catching side or coffee table. Designed to accommodate 2 

alternative fire screens, depending on where the fire is placed and how it’s used. Its smaller footprint lends 

itself to installation on balconies, verandahs and patios where space is a consideration, but it’s equally at 

home in larger spaces. A stylish and practical fire pit solution to easily add excitement to and enhance your 

space without the mess of a wood-burning fire pit. 

• Fuel: Bioethanol 

• Includes Stainless steel AB8 burner 

• 83kg  

• 950 x 950 x 509h 

Accessories included: 

• Jerry Can 

• Designer Lighter 

• Lighting Rod 

• Efficiency Ring 

• Glass charcoal rocks 

 Key Features: 

Configurations 

Available with a choice of two different glass fire screens - round or square - depending on where the fire is 

positioned. 

 

Timeless style 
Simple, linear design with shadow line, giving the impression of a floating flame. Robust glass surrounds 

(available in two styles) enhance the mesmerizing glow. 

 

Placement versatility 

Designed to accommodate two different glass fire screens: a raised circular screen for use within a 

sectional/modular sofa configuration (or as a coffee table); and a square flexway screen (EcoSmart’s standard 

screen), enabling it to be used as a coffee table-style fire pit. 

 

Durability 

Constructed from weather-resistant Fluid™ Concrete, an incredibly strong yet relatively lightweight material. 

Features a stain and impact-resistant barrier that protects it from environmental weathering - even under 

extreme conditions and long UV exposure. 

 


